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Delhi is a capital of India   but Delhi is also full of 
corruption, pollution, population, poverty, criminals,

Rapers & many more problems which are in other state 
of India. 

Our Government has tried its various ways to decrease 
all these problems but they are increasing

along day-by-day.

Delhi  Urban Shelter Improvement Board(DUSIB) 
is one of them board which is trying to improve 

Poor & shelter less people to live in this city

I Sharat Chandra being a volunteer I found many 
problem’s here:-

1). People are not coming to their shelters.

2). Women’s don’t want to live in Night Shelter’s.

3).Increasing crime and people are not getting any 
help from traffic or Delhi Police.

4).Low and non-maintenance of Night shelters.

5).Safety and security problems.



Headline:- finding reasons on:-

1).People are not coming to Shelters…….Why people 
are not coming to their shelters is

  a big question with an easy answer. on the  daily 
survey and after doing many question 

With the localities beggar’s, labor’s & rickshaw 
puller’s, we found many reasons & 

Many stories. And reasons being are:-

1).Some people are not getting the right place, 
where Night shelters are.

2).Some people don’t go to shelters because they 
want a blanket that used to find in road side 
donation.

3).they collects the blanket & sell them in market 
for money.

Finding reasons on:-women’s don’t want to live 
in Night Shelters.

Night Shelters are mainly made for the women’s & 
children because they can’t use road side as their Beds 
.But Delhi is not safe for women’s. so it’s very risky 



therefore, women’s cannot spend night in night. 
weather it is being her home or a Night Shelters .there 
are many reasons we found in Interregation with kids 
and women’s .  

1).Increasing crime in Night Shelters.

2).people that comes in Night shelters.

3).misbehave with women’s.

4).molestation, Rapes and threatening are practiced 
a regular basis in the Night Shelters.

5). women’s & kids are being kidnapped.

Finding reasons

Increasing crime and people are not getting any help 
from traffic or Delhi Police.

Increasing crime is a big problem for whole country 
and it is increasing only because of poverty, illiteracy
.there has been much cause in shelters and not getting 
helped.

1). People uses knife or blades as tools fix them 
under their fingers for pick pocketing and they are 
usually teenagers.



2).Robbery and fights at night shelters.

3).Increasing drug culture at night shelters.

4).Demand of money and kidnapping in Night 
Shelters.

One day at Near NS no:-519 I found people crying 
and not going to their Night Shelters and after 
Conversation with them we found two brother had 
been kidnapped from local boys group and they 
Also demand money 20000 from their parents. We 
go to the police station. But didn’t have help and 
Police say we’re also doing this case. But dilemma is 
that we’ve not found them yet.

                     

Kidnapped people           police give address to their parents    kidnappers name in attendance register is--                                                  
Bhuvender



Finding reasons

Low and Non-maintenance of shelters sanitary 
condition are very pathetic shelters.

There is not low maintenance. But it is No
maintenance.

1).Big Rats jugging around people,

2).No use of disinfectectants in toilets.

3).unhygienic level of living at every place in shelter.

4).Broken ceiling, seeking beds and none wiping of 
floor in a month.

5).Dirty toilets and bathrooms.

Suggestion’s

Being a DUSIB Volunteer I want to give suggestion to 
dusib. So that they look upon them and to improve our 
city and country and mainly poor people to live 
happily.



1).we should send literate for kids teenagers daily in 
that they can use brain for work not for crime as 
robbing, pick pocketing etc.

2) we can contest among people for maintenance of 
shelters by growing plants , wiping floors and 
award them.

3).we can use a logo & Reflective board at stands or 
other places so that people would find shelters 
easily.

4).we should spread awareness among people of 
shelter daily so crime would be low.

5).Drug addicts and alcoholic or drinkers should 
counsel .so that they would not become the part of 
the dark of big city.

6).we should repair the broken ceiling and infra so 
that one rain could not drain all in one night.

7).like sarva siksha abhiyan where free education is 
given to all.



8).safety and security should be the first step to be 
taken into improves the providing conditions of the 
night shelters.

In overall, we can’t blame the organization or the 
Ngo’s or the Delhi Police

But, we have to work on the mentality of people who 
are so greedy and carving for money in such a way so 
that they would realize the value of education and 
literacy.

DUSIB is a big try and part to do the change and being 
the change.

I, Sharat Chandra want to disclose all this matters to 
my seniors and great people. so that poor’s life could 
be convert for forever. 

But there is a must and urgent need of reconstructing 
all rules regulations & changes in Night Shelters.



Please take action as soon as possible we can.

Thankyou

--------------------------------------------------------END--------------------------------------------------------------

  

     


